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HA400 VAT/COMBO
TILTER

CM Process Solutions HA400 Tilter has been designed to handle various types of containers such as a vat 
or a combo. It can be tilted to safe working height for manual unloading. Working similar to a pallet jack, the 
container is lifted then wheeled to its location for easy emptying.

This system increases efficiency and reduces operator bending fatigue. Fully 304 grade stainless steel 
construction with heavy duty stainless steel hydraulic displacement cylinders.
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HA400 is a simple easy to maintain machine offering 
increased productivity helping prevent workplace 
injuries from repetitive strain. Designed to be positioned 
at specific locations to empty product on to conveyors 
or tables for further processing. 

Independent controls are push to operate and mounted 
on both sides of the unit. The position of the control 
gives a complete view of the machine in operation.

Manufactured from 304 grade stainless steel and 
rated to IP65 and are suitable for direct contact with 
food products.

OPERATIONAL DESIGN

As with all our range of tippers and tilters the HA400 
can be supplied battery or mains powered. Battery 
operation is supplied with a 110V mains charger 
allowing the machine to be simply plugged in at the 
end of the shift and the two batteries are recharged for 
the next working day.

BATTERY OR MAINS OPERATED

HA400 VAT/COMBO 
TILTER

Simple, versatile and easy to use, increasing 
production. The smooth tipping action allows efficient 
unloading of product, eliminating the risk of repetitive 
work injuries like strained muscles, ligaments, or any 
other musculoskeletal disorders. Able to tilt a variety 
of containers to a maximum height of 36”and at a 
maximum tip angle of 85° with a maximum weight of 
2,200lbs.

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY

All of our machines are designed with operator 
safety in mind with no trap or knit points. The unit is 
mounted on heavy duty mobile lockable castors and 
the machine is lowered by means of a stainless steel 
hydraulic displacement cylinder using gravity.

OPERATIONAL SAFETY

Our range of tippers and tilters can be completely 
customized to your specific individual needs, all of our 
machines can be integrated with a range of feed and 
transfer tables or specific styles of chutes. For more 
information regarding your needs please don’t hesitate 
to contact us at CM Process Solutions.

The HA400 is adaptable to fit a range of containers. 
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